“Stories are the most important thing in the world. Without stories, we wouldn’t be human beings at all.”

—Philip Pullman

Philip Pullman is the highly acclaimed and popular author of novels—from contemporary fiction to Victorian thrillers—plays and picture books for readers of all ages. Notably, he is the author of the widely celebrated His Dark Materials trilogy.
Growing up, Philip Pullman lived in England, Zimbabwe, and Australia. As a child, he read “books I wasn’t supposed to read—books for adults” and comic books. Pullman received his degree in English from Oxford University and taught middle school English for many years. *The Golden Compass*, the first of the His Dark Materials trilogy, won the Carnegie Medal and the Guardian Fiction Prize, and is considered one of the best juvenile fantasy novels of the past 20 years. *The Amber Spyglass*, the trilogy’s astonishing finale, was the first children’s book in history to win the Whitbread Book of the Year Award. It was also nominated for the Booker Prize. When he is not writing books, Pullman enjoys drawing, woodworking, and playing the piano. He lives with his family in Oxford, England.

**About the Author**

**THE GOLDEN COMPASS** ★ “As always, Pullman is a master at combining impeccable characterizations and seamless plotting, maintaining a crackling pace to create scene upon scene of almost unbearable tension. . . . A glittering gem.” — Publishers Weekly, Starred

**THE AMBER SPYGLASS** ★ The intricacy of the plot in most entire novels.

**THE SUBTLE KNIFE** ★ “The intimacy of the plot is staggering. . . . There is no doubt that the work is stunningly ambitious, original, and fascinating.” — The Horn Book, Starred

**THE SALLY LOCKHART MYSTERIES** ★ “The book rollicks and careers with the narrative gale force we’ve come to expect. . . . In any given chapter Pullman offers more sensuous description and narrative brío than are found in most entire novels.” — The Horn Book, Starred
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**Praise for:**

**THE GOLDEN COMPASS**
- Ages 12 up • Alfred A. Knopf
- A Booklist Editors’ Choice
- An American Booksellers Book
- A Carnegie Medal Winner
- A Horn Book Fanfare
- A Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year
- ★ A School Library Journal Best Book of the Year

**THE AMBER SPYGLASS**
- HC: 978-0-679-87926-8 (0-679-87926-9)
- Deluxe HC: 978-0-375-84673-1 (0-375-84673-5)
- DLB: 978-0-375-94673-8 (0-375-94673-X)
- Knopf PB: 978-0-375-82335-0 (0-375-82335-2)
- A Horn Book Fanfare
- A Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year
- ★ A School Library Journal Best Book of the Year

**THE SUBTLE KNIFE**
- HC: 978-0-679-87925-1 (0-679-87925-0)
- Deluxe HC: 978-0-375-84672-4 (0-375-84672-7)
- DLB: 978-0-375-94672-1 (0-375-94672-X)
- Knopf PB: 978-0-375-82346-8 (0-375-82346-8)
- A Horn Book Fanfare
- A Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year

**THE TIGER IN THE WELL**
- HC: 978-0-679-87615-1 (0-679-87615-4)
- Deluxe HC: 978-0-375-80348-2 (0-375-80348-3)
- A Washington Sasquatch Reading Award Nominee

**COUNT KARLSTEIN**
- Illustrated by Diana Bryan
- Ages 10–13 • Alfred A. Knopf
- A Horn Book Fanfare
- A USBBY–CBC Outstanding International Book
- A Booklist Editors’ Choice
- A Booklist Editors’ Choice

**THE WHITE MERCEDES**
- Ages 12 up • Alfred A. Knopf
- Laurel-Leaf PB: 978-0-679-88623-0 (0-679-88623-0)

**THE BROKEN BRIDGE**
- Ages 12 up • Alfred A. Knopf
- Laurel-Leaf PB: 978-0-679-84715-1 (0-679-84715-4)
- A ALA YALSA Best Book for Young Adults

**THE SALLY LOCKHART MYSTERIES**
- Ages 12 up • Alfred A. Knopf

**THE RUBY IN THE SMOKE**
- Laurel-Leaf PB: 978-0-394-89589-4 (0-394-89589-4)
- A ALA YALSA Best Book for Young Adults

**THE SHADOW IN THE NORTH**
- HC: 978-0-394-89589-4 (0-394-89589-4)
- A ALA YALSA Best Book for Young Adults

**THE TIN PRINCESS**
- HC: 978-0-679-82671-2 (0-679-82671-8)
- A ALA YALSA Best Book for Young Adults
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